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                Hi, my name is Alessandro Crimi!

                It's Nice To Meet You

                Tell Me More
            

        

    

    
    
        
            
                
                    About

                    I am a Researcher, Lecturer, and Dreamer. 
 
 See  PORTFOLIO if you want to know more.
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                    Academic research

                    My main interest is medical imaging, in particular neuroimage. I am interested
in prediction of deseases such as glioma, Alzheimer's and multiple sclerosis. See  PORTFOLIO.
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                    International health

                    Innovation is almost useless unless you bring it in practice. I am interested in bringing innovative technologies in practice everyday life especially in health, and
especially if it covers the entire world. From drones, to PCR, to mobile phones or anything. 
We currently even have an  NGO to promote entrepreneurship among women and immigrants See  PORTFOLIO.
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                    Teaching

                    The one real object of education is to leave a man in the condition of continually asking questions. I tried to teach my students something useful, "pay it forward". I teach at AIMS-Ghana the course of Machine learning in Medicine, or at AGH-Krakow  the course of Machine learning for Neuroimaging and Neuroscience. 
                    
                    
                    
 If you want to improve your teaching skills check 

this.
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                        Academic research

                        Medical imaging, neuroimaging, machine learning and so on...
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                        DocmeUP (Ghana)

                        Prenatal care for communities and remote ultrasound imaging (CLOSED)
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                        Ignite Global Change

                        Book on innovation in low-resource settings

                        
                    

                
 
            

    
           

Check   
my blog about entrepreneurship/quantumcomputing/AI 

            



         
    


        
        
            
                
                    Some appearances here and there
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                    Some media coverage
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                    Bio

                    I from studying science, 
to give my contribution to society.
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                                    2008-2011

                                    PhD in Medical Imaging in Denmark

                                

                                
                                    I managed, despite difficulties and
driving my supervisors crazy, to get a PhD in medical imaging at the University of Copenhagen. 
This has been the place where I learned to think critically. Thank you. 
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                                    2011-2014

                                    Post-Doctoral researcher in France and Switzerland

                                

                                
                                    I continued with research and I did one Post-doc in Rennes (France) and one in Zurich (Switzerland).
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                                    2013-today

                                    I teaching at AIMS-Ghana

                                

                                
                                    Although, students there work really hard. For me it started more as a vacation, then I fell in love with Ghana, the weather, the food, the beaches, and the learning environment. I was and I am teaching a  course on Machine-learning.
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                                    2014-2016

                                    MBA in International health

                                

                                
                                    We made for fun a cooperation projects like  DocmeUP.
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                                    2016-today

                                    Innovation

                                

                                
                                    Currently involved in translating science and innovation into the real world, from entrepreneurship to
                                        technology transfer, and still academic research.
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                    Contact Me

                    Write a mail to "me @ alessandrocrimi . com", or

                    drop few lines if you want.
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                    	Thank you for going so far
                        


                

            

        

    

    
    

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            Academic Research

!!! I am organizing the  BrainLesion workshop within the next MICCAI!!!
    Check my GoogleScholar profile
 My selected Journal and conference manuscripts (peer-reviewed) are:







                      
Journal manuscripts:


"Prediction of misfolded proteins spreading in Alzheimer’s disease using machine learning and spreading models." Gherardini, Luca, Aleksandra Zajdel, Lorenzo Pini, and Alessandro Crimi,   Cerebral Cortex (2023): bhad380.




"Structurally constrained effective brain connectivity."Crimi, Alessandro, Luca Dodero, Fabio Sambataro, Vittorio Murino, and Diego Sona,  NeuroImage 239 (2021): 118288.


 "MultiLink Analysis: Brain Network Comparison via Sparse Connectivity Analysis." A Crimi, L Giancardo, F Sambataro, A Gozzi, V Murino, D Sona, Nature Scientific Reports, 2019. 

 Code available  here.


 "Predictive value of imaging markers at Multiple Sclerosis disease onset based on Gadolinium and USPIO enhanced MRI and on machine learning." A. Crimi, O. Commowick, J.C. Ferre, A. Maarouf, G. Edan, C. Barillot., PLOS-ONE, 2014. 

 My Matlab Gap-statistics code can be found  here.



"A bayesian framework for automated cardiovascular risk scoring on standard lumbar radiographs."  K. Petersen,  M. Ganz, P. Mysling, M. Nielsen, L. Lillemark, A. Crimi, and S. Brandt. Medical Imaging, IEEE Transactions on 31, no. 3 (2012): 663-676. 


"Shape-based Assessment of Vertebral Fracture Risk in Postmenopausal Women Using Discriminative Shape Alignment." A. Crimi,  M. Loog, M. de Bruijne, M. Nielsen, and M. Lillholm. Academic radiology (2012). 


Conferences manuscripts:
 
"Vessel tracking for Ultrasound-based venous pressure measurement." A.Crimi, M. Makhinya, U. Baumann, G. Szekely, and O. Goksel. International symposium on biomedical imaging, Beijing, China, 2014. 
 Matlab code for Star-Kalman tracking (it uses also pressure measurements, you have to comment all these lines if you are not using a
manometer).



"Classification of Multiple sclerosis lesions evolution in patients with clinically isolated syndrome." A.Crimi, O.Commowick, J.C.Ferre, A.Maarouf, G.Edan, C.Barillot. SPIE Medical Imaging 2013, Orlando, USA, 2013. 



"Semi automatic classification of Multiple sclerosis lesion pattern in patients with clinically isolated syndrome."  A.Crimi, O.Commowick, J.C.Ferre, A.Maarouf, G.Edan, C. Barillot. International symposium on biomedical imaging, SanFrancisco, USA, 2013. 

 My Matlab Nyul intensity normalization
can be found  here.
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                            DocmeUP, Prenatal care for communities and remote ultrasound imaging 

                            Carried out with Benjamin Amoah and Evelyn Anto. 
 WHO has recommended at least 4 antenatal care (ANC) visits and skilled attendants at birth. Most pregnant women in rural communities in lowincome countries, don't reach the minimum recommended visits and deliver without skilled attendants. With the aim of increasing number of ANC visits, reducing home deliveries, and supplementing care given by ANC clinics, a project called DocmeUP using low-cost mobile phones and portable ultrasound machines was piloted. 

Hundreds pregnant women from rural communities in the Central Region of
Ghana were followed. In each community, a health worker was trained and
equipped with a mobile phone to promote ANC and hospital deliveries in her own community. If
women cannot attend ANC, technicians acquired ultrasound scans in her community directly and
sent them almost in real time to be analyzed by a gynecologist in an urban hospital.

Our results show that the proposed prenatal care system can make quality antenatal
care accessible in rural communities where pregnant women have not been able to access it.

                            [image: ]
                            Read more about the results in the manuscript presented at MobMed2014.

                            You can download the Java version (e.g. for legacy Nokia phone) here.
 For Android, you first have to install the CommcareODK and then 
insert the URL:  http://bit.ly/1hetNzT (it is case sensitive). 
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                            Teaching goodies I strongly recommend:


	Problem based approaches are considered 
nowadays a must, and the core of any pedagogycal course. As a text on the subject, I can suggest "Problem-Based Learning: Case Studies, Experience and Practice"



  	MIT-OCW has an amazing online course  which can give tons of useful insight.




  	Theaching has to be active, especially in certain circumstances Energyzers and Icebreakers are required. Some examples are  here. 
	Students should be thought also to have 
Sisu.
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